
Experiencing Philanthropy 
Nancy Lippe 

Syllabus, Fall 2016 
Mondays,  3:30 - 6pm  

 
Course Description  
Philanthropy plays many roles in our communities, from alleviating crisis situations to 
encouraging strategic, systemic change.  Nonprofit organizations are the intermediaries 
connecting donors to community needs.   Working with a grant from the Learning by 
Giving Foundation, students have the opportunity to practice philanthropy by serving 
as a young adult grant-making board to award $25,000 to local nonprofits in the Lowell. 
 
Students will learn about different styles of philanthropy and effective nonprofit 
management; how to think about and evaluate impact as a philanthropist; how to run a 
community project; how to read nonprofit financials and assess nonprofit organizational 
health and potential; sources of philanthropic news, and thinking; and trends in 
philanthropy and nonprofit management.  Students will design their own process for 
requesting grant proposals and evaluating applications.  The process of selecting grant 
recipients will bring students very close to the local community.  
 
Class taught in a Socratic style, encouraging students to learn together through 
discussion and projects.  A number of community philanthropists and nonprofit leaders 
will join our class discussions, offering the opportunity to learn directly from those in 
the field.    
 
Required Text:  
Drucker, Peter, Hesselbein, Francis, and Kuhl, Joan S.. Peter Drucker’s Five Most Important 
Questions: Enduring Wisdom for Today’s Leaders. Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, 2015 
 
Recommended Reading 
Crutchfield, Kania, & Kramer. Do More Than Give, San Francisco: Jossey Bass, 2011 
Damon, William & Verducci, Susan, Eds. Taking Philanthropy Seriously.  Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 2006.  
Drucker, Peter.  Managing Nonprofit Organizations.  New York, Harper Paperbacks, 2006. 
Frumkin, Peter. Strategic Giving. Chicago: University of Chicago, 2006.  
Stanford Social Innovation Review 
 
Classes organized into discussion time (first hour) and board work time (second 
hour). 
 
Grading: 
Based on 150 possible points 
Attendance and Participation/preparation:  40%, Reading reflections: 30%, Papers: 30% 
 
Dr. Nancy Lippe has developed and led nonprofit programs in schools and 
communities for the last 17 years, focusing on conflict resolution, philanthropy, college 
access/perseverance, and art/nature discovery.  Her work has involved being both a 
grant seeker and a grant maker, resulting in a great appreciation for the opportunities 
and challenges of both sides.  Currently, Nancy works in Concord, MA as the Director of 
Arts & Environment at The Umbrella Community Arts Center.  She also serves on 
several local nonprofit boards, and is a facilitator in a local restorative justice program.   
She received her BA in Human Biology from Stanford University and her doctorate in 
education from the Fielding Graduate University.   



 
 
Experiencing Philanthropy 
Fall 2016 Syllabus 
Nancy Lippe 
 
Class # 1 
Overview of course and nonprofit sector 
Discussion:  What is philanthropy?  What role does it play in or society and economy? 
Case study:  Lowell Homeless 
Speaker(s):  None 
Board Work:  Interviews - Designing better philanthropy 
 
Assignment for Class #2 
1. Read: 

a. Peter Karoff, Just Money, pp. xi-22 (PDF on Trunk);  
b. http://www.stratphilanthropy.com/images/Comparative%20Giving%20Vehicl

e%20Chart.pdf  
c. http://www.givingcommunities.org/getting-started.php 

Charity v. Change and Levels of Philanthropic  Intervention, from Tracy 
Gary’s  Inspired Philanthropy.  

d. More than money pdf 

2.  Reading Reflection (these are short answer questions not essays):  
Is there a difference between philanthropy and charity?  
What does Karoff’s indigenous philanthropy refer to? How can “design thinking” be 
applied to philanthropy? 
Did you read anything that could lead you to practice “Better philanthropy”? 

3.  Review newspaper article, “Homeless ‘Back to Square One’” be prepared to 
discuss:  Problem description, parties/sectors involved, what might be a few roles of 
philanthropy be in this situation?   
http://www.lowellsun.com/news/ci_23205516/homeless-back-square-one-city-closes-
down-camps3. 
 
4. Ask 1-2 people about their ideas for designing better philanthropy.  
 
5. Review values and interests sheet.  Select three for each.  

 
Class #2  
What is Philanthropy? 
Discussion: Role of Philanthropy in Society: potential, limitations, & benefits  
Speakers:  Ellie Mudge, Learning By Giving 
Board Work: Prioritizing values and interests, Introduction of community service 
project, divide into community teams 

Assignment for Class #3 
1.  Read:  
a.  Frumkin, Strategic Philanthropy, pp. 136 -145 
b.  http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/collective_impact 



c.  Stanford Social Innovation Review" Catalytic Philanthropy    
http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/catalytic_philanthropy/ 

2. Reading reflection: Create a map of the different kinds of philanthropy you have read 
about.  This map could be a chart, a drawing, a listing – but try to show how they relate 
to gift size, desired outcomes. 

3.  Community Profile research  

Class # 3 

The Spectrum of Philanthropy: Choices in Addressing Social Problems 
Discussion: What does it take to make a difference?  How can this sector solve 
community problems?  
Speaker(s): LZ Nunn, Project Learn 
Board Work:  Draft a board mission statement, Community teams, service project 

Assignment for Class # 4 
Read:   

1. James Allen Smith, In Search of an Ethic of Giving, (attached) 
2. William Damon, Taking Philanthropy Seriously  pp. 1-10 (attached)  
3. Watch Peter Singer's TED Talk,  "The How and Why of Effective Atruism."  

https://www.ted.com/talks/peter_singer_the_why_and_how_of_effective_altr
uism?language=en 

4. http://www.insidephilanthropy.com/home/2016/8/30/is-‐giving-‐to-‐a-‐rich-‐
university-‐really-‐a-‐moral-‐injustice.html	  

Reading reflection: 
Is all philanthropy good? Should we judge philanthropy? If so, how?  

 
Class # 4  
Policy Issues in Philanthropy 
Discussion: What are the core issues and tensions in the practice of philanthropy 
Speaker:  George Nugent, Greater Lowell Community Foundation 
Board Work:  Finalize board mission, community needs discussion and work time 

Assignment for Class # 5 
1) Attached please find the Harvard Kennedy School case study of Oprah's South 
African school for girls.   
a)  What kind of philanthropy did Oprah practice? Do you believe she practiced 
effective philanthropy?  Write an approximately 1500 word essay evaluating Oprah’s 
approach to philanthropy.   Explain your opinion.  Be specific, take a position, and 
reference supporting thinkers.  You are strongly encouraged to draw upon your 
readings. No bibliography required, just cite author's name.  Grade based on clarity of 
writing, argument made based on the criteria you used, and reference to readings 
and/or class discussion.  Email to me by class time. 

3.  Next class we will start looking at nonprofit organizations.  Be thinking about a 
nonprofit you would like to start. 



 
Class # 5 
Overview of the Nonprofit Sector  
Discussion:  Review Oprah Case study.  Begin nonprofit segment:  What is a 
nonprofit?  Difference between a nonprofit and a for profit.  
Speaker(s):  none 
Board Work:  Community needs discussion, service project  
 

Assignment for Class # 6 
Research different business structures: nonprofit, an L3C, Benefit corporation, and B-
Corps.  Jot down the definition of and basic differences (how they are funded, who is 
held accountable, primary purpose).  Here are a few starting resources: 

Read: 

http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/in_search_of_the_hybrid_ideal 

https://nonprofitquarterly.org/policysocial-context/24293-what-s-the-endgame-on-the-
hope-and-hype-of-hybrids-a-system-of-balanced-benefit.html 

http://communityjournal.net/disruptive-philanthropy-can-save-black-communities/ 
 
https://hbr.org/2013/02/should-your-business-be-nonpro 
 
Reading reflection: 
Complete the chart of organizational structure choices 
 
 
Class # 6  
Challenges and Opportunities of the Nonprofit Sector 
Discussion:  Social entrepreneurship and choices in starting a nonprofit organization;  
Speaker(s):  John Wooding, UML Professor, Lowell community leader 
Board Work: Community presentations, service project  
 
Assignment for Class # 7 
Read all of Peter Drucker's Five Most Important Questions: Enduring Wisdom for Today’s 
Leaders. 
 
Reading Reflection: 
Which of the five do feel is most difficult to implement and why? 
 
Class # 7 
Nonprofit Management 
Discussion:   Drucker’s Five Questions: Good nonprofit management 
Speaker(s):  
Board Work:  Develop process for evaluating grant proposals,  

1. Assignment for Class # 8 
1.  Read:  
a. http://http://www.rootcause.org/docs/Resources/Books/Building-a-
Performance-Measurement-System/Building-a-Performance-Measurement-



System.pdf 
   
b.  Robin Hood Foundation (attached).  Be prepared to discuss this approach to 
measurement. 
 Community Wealth Partners Bold Goal Field Guide – attached 

 
 
2.  Reading reflection: Complete logic model for your nonprofit (attached).  Please make 
a copy so that you have one to keep and one to turn in.    

3.  Work on Service project. 

 
Class # 8 
Aligning Mission, Process and Performance with Evaluation tools 
Discussion:  Developing evaluation tools that measure desired outcomes  
Speaker(s): Lianna Kushi, E4All  
Board Work: Service project planning, leadership compass activity 
 
Assignment for Class # 9 

1.  Read: 

http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/ten_nonprofit_funding_models/ 

http://www.raise-funds.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/09/pdf-04planning4-
funding-outline2.pdf 

http://www.fundraising123.org/files/training/7%20Steps%20to%20Creating%20Your
%20Best%20Nonprofit%20Marketing%20Plan%20Ever.pdf 

https://thegiin.org/impact-investing/need-to-know/#s4 

 

2.  Reading reflection:  Jot down a brief marketing and development plan for your 
nonprofit answering the following questions. 

a.)  Which of the 10 funding models would best fit your nonprofit? 
b.)  Come up with a few marketing ideas to support your funding model.  Craft your 
message (brief) and choose a few key marketing tools (see reading pp. 11,15). 
c.)  Who might be your most likely donors in your development (fundraising 
plan)?  What ideas do you have for reaching them?  

3.  Start thinking about the grant proposal.  Your group will complete both the attached 
cover sheet and full proposal (with the exception of question #2).    

5. Work on service project.  

 



Class #9   
Nonprofit sustainability: Fundraising and marketing 
Discussion:  
Speaker: Elissa Spellman, Breakthrough Boston 
Board Work:  Develop grant assessment tools, review previous year’s grants 
 
Assignment for Class # 10 
Read 

Write grant proposal for your nonprofit.  Please email to me Sunday night by 9pm.  Feel 
free to send in earlier! 

Attached, please find a sample AGM common proposal form -- this one is actually a 
Somerville Homeless Coalition one, so you will learn something about them in the 
process of scouting strategies for grant proposals.  

 
Class #10   
Networking, Financials 
Discussion: Networked nonprofit, reading financials 
Speaker: TBA 
Board Work: Review of models of philanthropy (Gary readings), what kind of 
philanthropist do you want to be?  Finalize grant evaluation rubric;  Review last years 
grants 
 
Assignment for Class # 11 
First review of grant applications 
 
 
Class #11   
Discussion/Board Work:  Begin grant recipient selection process 
 
Assignment for Class # 12 
Your task in class this week is to select the finalists and strategize the site visits.  
Be thinking about what kind of philanthropy you want to practice.  What kind of impact 
do you want to make?  How can you leverage your gift?  
 
 
Class #12   
Discussion/Board Work: Second round of grant recipient selection process 
 
Assignment for Class # 13 and final project 
1. Finalist site visits 

2. Final Reflection --  @ 4-6 pages, double-spaced.   You are the future of philanthropy: 
Choose a headline from the collection provided – analyze, take a position, integrate your 
learning from readings and discussions to support that analysis/position.  

 
Class # 13   
Discussion/Board Work:  Final selection of grant recipients 
 



Assignment: Final project 
 
Week 14  Grant Award presentation  
 
 
  


